UNICOPARK

Exclusive interplay of different lengths and widths

UNICOPARK
The interplay between one-strip planks
of five different widths and lengths of
up to four metres adds a sense of prestige
and uniqueness to the room, doing credit
to Unicopark’s name. Every plank is a
hand-picked unique piece that is unlike any
other, lovingly crafted to highlight its
natural character. With modular
installation, Unicopark sets the perfect
stage for your life.

UNICOPARK Oak Avorio, lively
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Lengths of 2 to 4 metres.

Thanks to its impressive formats,
the carefully selected oak wood
and the precision-processing of the
material, Unicopark highlights
the character of exclusive and
spacious rooms.

Showing greatness –
in every respect.
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UNICOPARK Oak Mandorla Handcrafted, rustic
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Natural and spacious
Planks of different widths and lengths of up to four metres
interplay to create a unique atmosphere. This plank format
creates accents in larger rooms and visually expands smaller
ones. A single Unicopark plank covers enough surface area
to accentuate the spectacular natural structure and diverse
character of the wood: from calm to rustic. This way,
the floor, as the biggest piece of furniture in the room, gets
the attention it deserves.

395

Widths of 200 to 395 mm.
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FLOOR PLAN
& DESIGN

Choose from a range of eight colours,
from very light to moderately dark,
with two different floor surface
structures, to best suit the style of your
interiors. We also offer different
gradings, from moderately calm to
very rustic.

Lovingly designed
and produced for you.

Careful planning of every single plank
Unicopark opens up new horizons in parquet installation:
Bauwerk’s experts will plan the arrangement of the different
lengths and widths of the planks based on your floor plan,
taking the individual features of your room into account.
The combination of different formats is eye-catching by
itself, but additional style devices can be used to highlight
certain interior objects.

Your contact person for the installation
of parquet sends us the floor plan of
your room, and our experts develop a
possible laying pattern, taking into
account the room’s conditions. This
results in an optimal interplay of
different lengths and widths of planks.
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APPROVAL
& PRODUCTION

Once you approve the laying pattern,
Bauwerk’s experienced specialists
carefully choose every plank for your
floor before production, for precise
installation and a uniform overall look.

UNICOPARK Oak Fumo, rustic
Lovingly designed and produced for you | 7

Be comfortable. Come in. Feel at home. Feel the
warm and pleasant structure of the wood
under your feet. Natural and aesthetic at the
same time: for a visual and tactile experience.

Unicopark Handcrafted –
perfectly imperfect.

Traditional craftsmanship combined
with a modern design aesthetic
brings even more life into this
exclusive floor.
Natural wooden planks: perfected by hand
Unicopark Handcrafted stands out with its natural aesthetic
and perfect imperfections. The manually refined surface
produces an extraordinary interplay of colour, structure and
integrated detail, preserving the natural quality of the wood.
The knots and cracks are carefully highlighted through
elaborate manual procedures. Traditional brushing and planing
techniques underscore the structure of the wood and place
a spotlight on the refined surface.
All this makes every plank a unique object, providing elegant
accents and a very special tactile experience thanks to its
charming irregularities.
UNICOPARK Oak Fumo, rustic

UNICOPARK Oak Fulvo Handcrafted, rustic
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UNICOPARK Oak, lively

Unicopark Oak

OAK

As natural as the wood itself. Warm, authentic
and natural, oak creates an atmospheric and
cosy mood for true comfort.

12 | Unicopark Oak

Unicopark Oak Farina

FARINA

Farina – as light as flour – creates a sense of
gentleness in the room and highlights refined
materials. Combined with lighter-coloured
interiors, Farina offers a uniform look, while
with darker ones, it creates a convincing
contrast.

14 | Unicopark Oak Farina

Unicopark Oak Avorio & Avorio Handcrafted

AVORIO (Handcrafted)

Elegant and discreet, the ivory-coloured wood
brings brightness to interior spaces. Avorio suits
every room and creates a balanced atmosphere.

16 | Unicopark Oak Avorio & Avorio Handcrafted

Unicopark Oak Gold

GOLD

This shade brings inviting warmth and adds
a comfortable note to every room. Hardly any
other wood colour combines exclusivity
and natural character so perfectly as Oak Gold.

18 | Unicopark Oak Gold

Unicopark Oak Fumo

FUMO

Like smoke, this balanced colour sweeps the
room, and appears striking and calm at the same
time. This is what makes Fumo so versatile:
it is a shade that combines calm and composure
with inspiring energy.

20 | Unicopark Oak Fumo

Unicopark Oak Caffè

CAFFÈ

The elegant brown Caffè colour smoothly
embraces the room and permeates it with a sense
of inviting comfort. With its expressiveness
and refined look, this powerful tone delivers
inspiration and stylish comfort.

22 | Unicopark Oak Caffè

Unicopark Oak Mandorla Handcrafted

MANDORLA Handcrafted

Almond colours and a gift to all the senses.
Simple, elegant and ever so natural. Luxuriously
crafted, it is discreet, but lets itself be seen.

24 | Unicopark Oak Mandorla Handcrafted

Unicopark Oak Fulvo Handcrafted

FULVO Handcrafted

Fulvo – Italian for ‘warm yellowish-brown, tawny’ –
makes the room shine and creates harmonious
interactions with its environment. Its interplay
with light brings out all its facets, and opens
up your room for a sense of natural friendliness.

26 | Unicopark Oak Fulvo Handcrafted

Unicopark 2000 to 4000 mm × 200/250/300/350/395 mm

COLOUR OVERVIEW

UNICOPARK

FARINA

AVORIO

OAK

Oak in a calm, lively and rustic grading,
beveled - 4 sides, natural oiled

Oak in a lively grading, beveled - 4 sides,
natural oiled

Oak in a calm, lively and rustic grading,
brushed, beveled - 4 sides, natural oiled

GOLD

FUMO

CAFFÈ

Oak in a rustic grading, deep brushed,
beveled - 4 sides, natural oiled

Oak in a rustic grading, deep brushed,
beveled - 4 sides, natural oiled

Oak in a rustic grading, deep brushed,
beveled - 4 sides, natural oiled

AVORIO Handcrafted

MANDORLA Handcrafted

FULVO Handcrafted

Oak in a rustic grading, deep brushed,
beveled - 4 sides, natural oiled and with
a Handcrafted surface treatment

Oak in a rustic grading, deep brushed,
beveled - 4 sides, natural oiled and with
a Handcrafted surface treatment

Oak in a rustic grading, deep brushed,
beveled - 4 sides, natural oiled and with
a Handcrafted surface treatment

UNICOPARK Handcrafted

UNICOPARK Oak Caffè, rustic
28 | Colour overview

UNICOPARK Oak Farina, lively

Shiny turquoise, a breath-taking
panorama of mountains and a space
that knows no end. Unicopark
creates a bridge to nature and brings
it within your own four walls.
Parquet for all the senses
The impressive view of the Walensee in the Swiss Alps was
not the only reason for choosing the shooting location for
Unicopark. The high ceilings, the spacious rooms, and, rather
importantly, the elegant and personal interiors were right
for the versatility of Unicopark. Its oak planks of up to four
metres in length make the living space look even larger
and create an almost seamless connection to the outdoors
and nature, letting us sense what is truly valuable in our
daily lives. Natural materials, like wood, have a positive
effect on our well-being, and with the modular and spacious
Unicopark format, they get enough space to manifest it.

An exclusive product –
planned with vision.

Angelica Wenger, Bauwerk Product Management
In a time when so much of our lives are going
digital, removed from the material nature
of things, people long for authenticity. Natural
and customisable products are becoming
more significant as a result. We have specifically
tried to achieve this with Unicopark. The laying
pattern is adapted to specific circumstances of the
interior space, and the handcrafted surface
appeals to all our senses, inviting people to come
in and slow down.

Jeanette Blättler, Interior Stylist
I think Unicopark is a parquet floor created for
those who love visual design and are connoisseurs
of aesthetically strong and solid handcraft.
The ability to produce planks in custom and large
dimensions that perfectly match a room makes it
possible for the floor to add a note of individuality
to a home, just like design-loving homeowners
add their own personal touch to their living
space, skilfully combining design pieces with
furniture that has a history. That’s the way to
bring style and soul into a home!
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UNICOPARK Oak Farina, lively

PERSONAL
WELL-BEING

INGENIOUS
DESIGN

SWISS
PRECISION

INNOVATIVE
PARQUET SOLUTIONS
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In 1935, Ernst Göhner brought the idea of solid parquet to series production before
founding Bauwerk Parkett AG in 1944. Since then, Bauwerk has been researching,
developing and manufacturing innovative, aesthetic parquet solutions of the highest
quality with great passion and Swiss precision. Original parquet floors from
Bauwerk, one of the leading parquet manufacturers in Europe, offer the unique feel
of a piece of real nature that provides tangible warmth and healthy living for a
perfectly balanced atmosphere in any room. bauwerk-parkett.com

